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THE JEWISH QUARTERLYREVIEW

THE KARAITE LITERARY OPPONENTS OF
SAADIAH GAON IN THE TWELFTH AND
THIRTEENTH CENTURIES.
TWELFTH
CENTURY.
29 1. Jacob b. Reuben is the author of a Hebrew compilation on the Bible, entitled 'w,tyi 'Do, which exists in
manuscript in several libraries (Leyden, Paris, St. Petersburg), and a part of which (from Jeremiah to the end,
excluding Psalms) is also in print (Eupatoria, I836). He
lived in Byzantium, and as he already uses'Ali b. Sulejman
(see Harkavy in Jew. Encycl., VII, 442 b supra), he probably
belongs to the first half of the twelfth century . Jacob's
chief source was the commentary of Jefet b. 'Ali, whom
he reproduces mostly in a very abbreviated form, and the
passages having reference to Saadiah must have been
taken for the most part from this commentary. All these
passages (with the exception of a single one) occur only
in the portion on the Pentateuch, and have been communicated by Pinsker (pp. 83 seq.) and Steinschneider (Cat.
Lugd., p. 25).

They are (I) Gen. i. i: rnwml

1rnV mnaI

mu n'", this agrees with Saadiah's translation:
i1nl:
5mo
N p5i D 5I; cf. also Ibn Ezra, ad loc.: :W n,nw ' "N
1 The numbers

are continued from vol. XVIII, pp. 209-240,

and from

vol. XIX, pp. 59-83.
2 On the
conjectured period of the life of 'Ali b. Sulejman, see supra,vol.
XIX, p. 7I, n. 2. That he is used by Jacob b. Reuben was unknown to me
when I wrote an article on the latter in the Jew.Encyct.,s.v. (VII, 41). To the
literature there given must be added: Geiger, -nmmzs, IV, 25; Harkavy,
Attjid. Denkmaler azusd. KIrim, p. 62; Steinschneider,

Polem. u. apolog. Liter.,

p. 347; Adolf Posnanski, Schiloh,I, 273. Cf. also the passages on 'Anan,
communicated

by Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt., VIII, x, 152-I55.
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ng

3::[Pqo], and Parhon's Mahberet,fol. 2 c: ini'Nr:nNt
OnjjS sn3 s6nn mnv5 bin n4wvN1Inn pll1 N5l [nSn nN Yin];
(2) Exod. iii. 2 on wt n3: (from Jefet, see above, vol. XVIII,
p. 234); (3) ibid., xxi. I: U,1T,:means before the Sanhedrin;
(4) ibid., xxiii. I9, on Lev. xxvii. 32, from which Saadiah
proved that the enjoyment of a ~5N is permitted: s,iN
nw,1 Nn tnnil )np UK
W
ONI Ma D nnlr n n)NM nipn bK inS
n
:
nRnY~ 5y ln,^nna
'iKnKn ON (cf. above, vol. XIX, p. 62);
; [probably the Samaritans] nDnltmv
(5) Lev. xi (Dn1,D?1nms
it
but
is
not clear what the question is here);
it 'nr1s ,res,
(6) ibid., xi. 29 on m:; (7) ibid., on grasshoppers, which
may be eaten without ritual slaughter (cf. Z.f. H. B., IV, 73,
and the passage cited there); (8) ibid., xx. 13, on the
various degrees of punishment for committing the crime
mentioned in this verse; (9) ibid., xxii. 8, on Ezek. xliv.
31; (IO) ibid., xxiii. 15 on n:1', n nnnr(extract from Jefet, cf.
above, vol. XVIII, p. 232). In addition there are two
passages, which neither Pinsker nor Steinschneider quotes,
and which I take direct from the Leyden manuscript (Cod.
Warn. 8);

,
(Ix) Gen. i. 2, n"D'ln :

b6l nIn D lnn m1aD'mi
i
wrs
ipy (cf. Ibn Ezra, ad loc. s' i nil innx nw nn }lun
n,mnD"n
mnn N"r: p:n); and (12) Lev. xix. 27:
nrln
r [WaCbt] t11mnnW NPWi,
m r3 I8p 1DI 'DS 'In- nnK Dm35n11m
KN'1'DI Rp1)P=SwNt '&ni N5mnn
vi -in 'i1n3
'bvIIni n'mnt 1

n8 -int^N: w'Ypz z '3 DSI 1^3^ (88p)1'45'In1 nyna Dnn'N
nxra NSi (cf. Milshna JlMalcoth,III, 5, where we read: g"n
nnNs S :,,n Nsnnr3s:5: 5
nN
nDs
). In the printed
portion Saadiah is cited only at the end of Daniel, with
regard to the year of Redemption (fol. 20 b: N in n ,nr pi
lmnnn 5n On n:v
w an), but this passage also is curtailed
from Jefet (see my Miscellen iuber Saadja, III, 12 =

Monatsschrift,XLIV, 41I).
30. An Arabic commentary on Exodus, of which a fragment is extant at the British Museum (MS. Or. 2493; Cat.,
I, no. 332), must likewise belong to the first half of the
twelfth century, for here also 'Ali b. Sulejm&n is the last
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author quoted .

On xxx. 24 (fol. 73a)

Saadiah (nma45)

is also quoted, but the substance of the quotation is
unknown to me.
31. Jehuda b. Elias Hadassi, of Constantinople, in his
work
,mn rwov (Eupatoria, 1836), composed in I148,

brought the science of Karaite law and dogma to a certain
close2. His encyclopaedic work is, as Jost rightly expresses himself (Gesch. des Judentthums, II, 352), a vast sea
into which all the rivulets of Karaite lore empty themselves,
and hence, despite its inelegance in outer form, which
makes reading pretty difficult, it is of extraordinary value.

In his polemics against Rabbinism he follows in the footsteps of Salmon b. Jeroham, Sahl b. Masliah, and Tobias
b. Moses, and sometimes surpasses them in harshness and
want of consideration.
All the more remarkable is it that
he names Saadiah only seldom (altogether six times), and
In three places
treats him with comparative indulgence.
(Alphab. 168 n, I74 p and w) the question is about the
application of the method of analogy, which was employed
by the Karaites in considerable measure, and was energetically opposed by Saadiah. Hadassi urges that without
analogy one would not know, for example, that the father
inherits from a son, or that the damage done by a goring
ox, by crouching, trampling, or devouring, must be made
good (Alphab. i68 n: Wpn 'Ki mn0inan ln nnyiD,mnnD

'nn1 m

; on he latter
f. nBaba

Ka ma, r2 b) . Much
-iwa 1pi,,,.m3nnnizn1S
in nt
rnn1m N-1
r2-7 15a ,n-tnI.KINnn

Inv t6 1 ji n: NS 11vWnx
1 Ki prJ 4nl pr) -InN nn
the
latter
Baba
on
cf.
Much
'uz nnin;;
Karrmma, ab)3.
1w.'M Ni

1 Other authors cited in this commentary are: ji Dc"I5,
(David b. Boaz),
si g (doubtless Abu 'Ali, i. e. Jefet b. 'Ali) and i5 EE (Abu-l-Faraj Furqan,
with whose translation the one in our commentary also often agrees).
On the explanation mentioned here of Exod. xx. 26 from a book rn , by
which are perhaps to be understood the glosses of Levi b. Jefet, see
R. h. J., XLI, 306, n. 2, and Z. f. H. B., V, I7.
2 For the literature on him see Jew.
Encycl., s. v. (VI, 132, 133).
3 The second
now w
i, n nnEI
nn5nI
passage (Alphab. 174 p seq.) reads:
i nr)"2
in
'vI'rnn r1n Dw
1:11 w11 n 1m
;nlnm tn
ii',n1
Inm n'
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more interesting is another passage, where the sources of
our cognition, according to Saadiah, are given, and it
is stated, that his words can serve as a support to the
, nri D
Karaites (169 ': : rn'mnn[ p] n,t:
pn
ptrnmin
#
N3>1
Ntr
5m
:1n#i3
y^5Nwn :snp1
lnyt ri?nnnK
IMlr in
l
n
nnn
vwn
DMnnnwSwnw^5nrn
wnw
rpW
INv1
o n=: -10K3
nn
vn-ngi5n vi-n -ni n-snn:n-lw3n
13?w,n',v15 csoii Nnn
'
G ',i ). They are the same
nnann,nS KiN
ywiytr n
four sources of information that Saadiah discusses in the
introductionto his religio-philosophicalwork, and Hadassi
also drew from them without doubt . The other two
passages deal with the argument from Josh. v. i i for the
correctnessof the Karaite interpretation of n:?, nnnrt
(Alphab. 224 :), and with Saadiah's argument from Lev.
xxvii. 32, that the enjoyment of an embryo is permitted
,,,
(Alphab. 240 : .wp 1w..nW..yn
Mn..n.. ...n.M..L
..
1 : ni:yn i35
p'nrSi
Nin
"1nmnrV i int mnpl ,n1 nZVD nnp,n

151i3"

V 'nnn!)
:,iSt n InD llK bnDK"W

531

:lD^nwMa

inN3

m nz S y=N
nni . , nnM1yuDwVy[n]r;1 3 15pn
n4N5n
4*=0n
'NTrn
s^4ZV*
nni^n
'1nfwnin
IN
isy)2.
nypi
tniK
5:i 1
y"3
10 'n4 in,lrHil.
m 1is
Hence here too the reading
r nin
is like that in the Leyden MS. of the anonymous compilation on Exod. and
Lev. (see above, vol. XIX, p. 83, n. 2. Could Hadassi perhaps have drawn
from it, or the reverse ?).- lblb here most probably means " his wantonness " (see Ps. lxxv. 5).

'1i1 mvinn
nrrnt

1 See Amanat, ed. Landauer, p. I2 infra:
firn4inl (nwn;nr rtn=)
(bm;w Y10=) 0ipVS

l. . .
(prrn'wsW r) sr in
mop '51NS
S
In-rST5
^Sl0nrii-nS
r72nHio,;Hni {m NMH... (nrrorry-i) t^5 ninlnss nnD^Hn Do nn^insi
. ;m ..
. .
ki4n rn5V n; .i
jns (2n?twonYn4=) pirsS1 .illaSH nfS

But it seems that Hadassi, in the fourth source, chose yrwn not without
intention (instead of, e.g., rn:rr
;n;rnrr in Ibn Tibbon), because this word
among the Karaites signifies the Scriptures. Hadassi further adds: nr1
'3m1 rn-;pa1ynmi' 5btw m,pn nr
Zinxn
n;;;n1p S:)n
'irn;n :3 (rnoPDYO) "nw
nnm'm
'inwt no nirn '3:, irw. Here again is Saadiah's division
,S
of the commandments into precepts of reason (I,sNwUR,
nm5bwnn13 =

i',pb.W)and precepts of revelation (ri'rD5bSS Iw=s, nM,r'wnr-- =nw), to
which is also added truthful tradition (nrns
r
see Amanat,? iii.
5
-nyb);
Cf. also Kaufmann, Geschichted. Attributenlehre,pp. x seq.;
Religionsphilosophied. Saadia, pp. 22 seq., 134 seq.
2

Guttmann, Die

This argument, as already remarked, is also advanced by Qirqisani,
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But besides these few passages,Hadassi now and again
controverts the views of Saadiah without naming him,
e. g. the assertion that :nK can signify the name of the
vn wni rn TnIw
Im
Xs
month (Alphab. I90 o:
rinnD
I.
TrnO,1,
inrii inpj-s, Ini DaWn

Z 5Nn nv

n

1 . . .
vin

Dvs

ipr & Kirni;see above, vol. XIX, p. 6i), or the explana'1m:n
tion of in'Kn1l'n as rntNmt:5n (Alphab. 233 p; cf. s.upra, No.
23), and so forth. It must be against Saadiah also that those
passages are directed in which Hadassi shows that in the
Talmudical period the rule nDol'"l MShad not any validity
yet (Alphab. 85 w seq.), or that i Sam. xx. 8 is no argument
for the great age of the calendar-system (Alphab. 197 e seq.),
or that one cannot conclude from Dan. x. 3 that the eating
of meat was permitted in the Diaspora (see above, vol. XIX,
p. 83), &c.
Besides the Eshkol, another fragment of Hadassi has
been preserved, which Pinsker (pp. 94 seq.) has edited. The
latter holds Tobias to be the author, but this time Firkowitsch, who ascribes it to Hadassi, has exceptionally hit
upon the truth, as we find at the end quite explicitly
(P. 97, 1. 5): QonTnn m'p n1r 7 ntrnrr 4mll. This fragment is not a remnant of a Book of Precepts, but collectanea which Hadassi probably compiled as material for his
Eshklol. Saadiah is mentioned a few times here also, and
the matter at issue is that eternal question about the age
of the calendar-system. According to Saadiah it is no
argument against the great age of this system that there is
nothing about it in the Bible, for reason does not forbid us
to assume that God revealed, e.g. oo precepts to his prophet,
Levi b. Jefet and Jacob b. Reuben (see Kaufmann-Gedenkbuch,p. 178, n.2, and
also J. Q.R., XIX, pp. 62 and 69), but Saadiah's name is mentioned only by
the last of these. As Jacob b. Reuben draws especially from Jefet, it may
be presumed that the latter also handed down the name of the Gaon and
has used to Hadassi as a source. But unfortunately I have not before me
Jefet's commentary on this passage of Leviticus.
1 Cf. also Frankl, Monatsschrift,XXXI, 77 seq. and nzrTn,VII, 50; Buber's
introduction to the aim npi7of Tobia b. Eliezer, p. 47.
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and commanded him to write down only fifty of them,
but to hand down the other fifty only orally, or not
to fix any of them at all in writing. The precepts were
indeed already known to the patriarchs, although they
were not written down; similarly Mishna and Talmud
already existed before, and were only later made into a
record by the sages 1. Further, Saadiah maintains that the
calendar with all its rules originates from Moses, and only
when Sadok and Boethos, the two heretical disciples of
Antigonus, also opposed the system, was the observation
of the moon also made known [in order to show that both
coincide] 2. The generally prevalent rules were again used
as a guide, until 'Angn and Benjamin al-Nahawendi arose
and again abolished the system that is of Sinaitic origin.
Hadassi further reports in Saadiah's name about the
wonders displayed by R. Eliezer in his dispute with R.
Joshua (see Baba Mesia, 59 a), about the sacrifice brought
with the Omer, the amount of meal to be used with the
Omer, and finally about the argument from Josh. v. 11
for the Karaite interpretation of ni,n nronnnand its refutation. This refutation agrees verbally with that by Jefet
on Lev. xxiii. 15 in the Kitab al-tamjiz (Hirschfeld, Arabic
Chrestonathy, p. 113, 1. 24 seq.), and HIadassi also drew
from this indirectly 3.
Saadiah had this argument in his commentary on the Pentateuch
v Innn Npnn Y1 . wvtr n,P
rn
rinTi,
(p. 94, 1. 23: tiwnnnry-nnn
:,
read ' mnnwt). By the assertion that the
'%1 :nVmn;1. 25, for '-3 -nw

patriarchs already knew the commandments, Saadiah means such sayings
as n3 n-min
v
r5 13'5

nsi

D,ip and the like.

In Karaite literature

also

it is discussed whether the Biblical precepts were binding before the
Sinaitic legislation. I intend dealing fully with this problem, described
as ',msNbS
Do1, in another connexion.
2 With this is connected the answer of Ben Mashiah mentioned
previously (cf. above, vol. XVIII, p. 224).
3 This follows from the fact that the words of Hadassi
following upon
the conclusions of Saadiah (p. 96, 1. I7): 1'rn w" i nmnoDn
rr 5n "n r
1
znnK ': ;
1 'w n6b1 ': an , yNT nin:?r i:r Int nrw, are simply
5:l wiI
translated from Jefet (Hirschfeld, p. II4, 1.20): iinnr. srN n,D
D
s 5vpNrm
^-,1
,no
D'In7 Vmir9
rm
nR 9N
152r'1 In.
7ntr Cnn
yihn
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With Hadassi the older period of Karaite literature
closes, and henceforthall independenceis stifled. With
the exception of the two Aarons (and, in many respects,
of Elias Bashiatchi and Caleb Afendopolo), the later
authors only repeat what the earlier ones have said, and
"enrich themselves by their works." On this ground the
Fayyumite still continuesto be the object of controversy
(but naturally without any new factor in the campaign),
although this controversyhas long becomean anachronism.
But, in accordancewith our task, we will follow the traces
of this controversy,so far as it is presentto our view, still
further,till the most recent times.
To the twelfth century, and perhaps even to the first
half of it, must most probablyalso belong
32. Elias b. Abraham, the author of the nt DwK3pnplun
n:nnl (ed. Pinsker, pp. 99 seq.)1. This follows from the
fact that Elias speaks of the sects of the Tiflisites and the
Meswites (i. e. the adherents of Abu Imran al-Tiflisi and
Meswi al-Okbari) as still existing in his time (p. 100oo, 13
from bottom: DrWpnm
rnl : n nlni 'i t"
.:nt t1m
m,n"'11
nl)2, and that, as will soon have to be
wD nnl i",,)n
a
mentioned, Saadiah's polemical work against 'Anan (wmn:
was probably still in his hands. But the
tP5y3 ti5)
traces of this work can only be followed up to the twelfth
1 The view of Pinsker
(p. v), Schorr (y7inn, VI, 77), and Gottlober
(owipn mi1nin nimp, p. 157), that Elias b. Abraham is not the author, seems
Just as little ground is there for the view of
to me to be unfounded.
Schorr, that the actual work begins with the words mnp[n] 31nro (p. xoo,
i ,ntwn
1. 27), for a few lines before (1. 23) the author expressly says:
yp5i
n rmnnnn.n, then a scriptural passage
'131 nri ,pr niS, mln
nini1 n ni:,
vnirrnor.
is here introduced with 4nnr(1. 2o: '1f1 wirs ,i
D'pn,l), just
as in p. 103, 1. 5. Cf. also conclusions of Steinschneider, Hebr. Bibliogr.,
V, 49 seq.
2 Pinsker
(p. 98) also calls attention to this. With regard to the
Meswites, I have shown (B. 4. J., XXXIV, 163) that they still existed
in the twelfth century, and that will certainly have been the case with
It is thus unnecessary to presume with Harkavy (Voschod,
the Tiflisites.
Feb. 1900, p. 77), that here the author of the pirn simply copied from older
sources. The context is also against such a presumption.
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century (cf. R. J. J., XLV, 92). His home cannot be
determined, but as Karaite literature in this century has
its centre in Byzantium, he should most probably belong
to this century'. The work of Elias has the form of an
epistle to a Rabbanite (Jehuda b. Sabbatai ?), and serves
the double purpose of defending Karaism and attacking
Rabbanism. Saadiah is not mentioned here explicitly,
but Pinsker's conjecture seems to be right, that it is he
who is meant by "the co-religionist of the receiver, who
insulted 'AnAn, the teacher of the Diaspora " (p. 103, 1. 14:
4wn* p32 tn
11
q
b
bln
m1n71=s1i im5l=
-WK in:^ P56
rnsn Ih nno zrni). There then follows in the "lying
story" of this Rabbanite, as Elias expresses himself (nnli
Innpmw
-non), the well-known account about the advent
of 'Ann 2.

His injured ambition, following upon his re-

moval from the Exilarchate in favour of his younger brother
Hanania, drove him to Schisma. 'AnAn was in mortal
danger owing to the interference of the Arabian government. But following the advice of a Moslem scholar (Abu
HLanifa?)imprisoned with him, he was able to win the
favour of the Chalif by declaring that he represented a
different religion from his brother, to wit, that in opposition
to the latter he taught the fixing of the months on the
basis of the observation of the moon and the consideration
of the ripeness of the corn. The Chalif saw therein a
concession to Islam, and showed him favour. Pinsker
must also be right in saying that this report was preserved
in Saadiah's above-mentioned polemical work.
THIRTEENTHCENTURY.

33. Jacob b. Moses Tamani (of Taman in the Crimea),
according to a tombstone inscription (Firkowitsch, s<nm
1 See Pinsker, p. 98. In the list of Karaite scholars at the end of the
pirn (p. ro6) only Tobias is mentioned of the well-known Byzantine
Karaites; the citation of Hadassi, however, is not certain. See Steinschneider, 1. c., 54.
2 Cf. R. E. J., XLIV, 166
seq.

VOL. XX.
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Tn:t, no. 98), was the head of a Karaite school, and the

author of a work rIna,i IDD, and he was buried in 958 in
Tschufut-Kald. It goes without saying that the date of this
inscription, on which the word Tam&ni does not occur,
was fabricated by Firkowitsch, as there were not yet in
the tenth century in the Crimea any Karaite heads of
schools, who had many pupils ("'n '`n'fn vnYtn). It
does not at all follow from the work mentioned (the beginning of which is missing) that it bore the title lpn,ln 6n0,
and that its author was called Jacob b. Moses. It is more
likely to have been, according to Harkavy (Altjiud. Denkmdler, p. 268), the work of an anonymous Byzantine
Karaite of the twelfth or thirteenth century. In the few
lines that Pinsker (p. 68) has published from this work,
"the heretic" (Tinrn= 5iaS ) Saadiah is also mentioned
a few times. We have, e. g. his explanation of Exod. iii. 2 (on
the burning of fire on the Sabbath; cf. above, vol. XVIII,
p. 232), then the assertion that analogy is not to be applied
in the case of incest, and hence that it is not forbidden, as
the Karaites maintain, to marry a niece ; and lastly,
Saadiah's explanation, mentioned often already, that interprets n,4n 1n as r,s'rn inn.
34. Jefet, called Ibn abi-1-Hasan al-BarqamAni,

was a

Karaite physician and author in Alexandria. A terminus
a quo for his life is afforded by the fact that he quotes no
later author than Moses Maimonides (4:30p%i 4nn); a
terminus ad quem is supplied by the mention of his name
in a Karaite compilation on Deuteronomy of the year 135I
(see infra, No. 38). He must therefore be assigned, with
Steinschneider (Arab. Liter. d. Juden, ? I72), to the middle
of the thirteenth century. Apart from a medical work,
sr
fn3'1: nnnys tbn9IwnnK
i5KpD1 (MS. in Berlin and
a
Jefet
also
composed polemical work in Arabic
Oxford),
rn
the
Rabbanites, under the title n:lwn
(MS. in
against
nn
1.
namn
-\nn n DY
nTo in'w
1 AnI rnli:
I
nlsn
Olr
Nrr
1Vt niT n1
j'v"n
'AnAnalready derives the prohibition to marry a niece from the analogy
respecting the aunt: see Kaufmanm-Gedenkbuch,p. 173.
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and
St. Petersburg),which consists of seven sections (mnil),
is said to be very violent (see Monatsschrift,XLII, I89).
Here also Maimonidesis quotedvery often, and designated
as DtmD0)KN,Dn~, (also D?K $1nzK).A passage about
Saadiah has been published by Gurland (?K4s t:, III,

(
ND(tK::5Nr
n3
Russian part, p. 91): ?Ph
') 1'r ..
p
!n inn &aD3n5s
^5, :1:SK \Dl
tK
DSKilw'
fgn i^&<NMn
n
S^
nDD
n
j&
l
mnw
nWi^ (cf.
jtK 1=iNl in^S -i1y 3m-NP bnn K
above, vol. XVIII, p. 218, n. 2).
35. Natan b. Jehatda is an otherwise quite unknown
Karaite author. A passage in his name on the subject of
calendar-loreis quotedin a Bodleian MS. of the year 1584
(Cat.,vol. II, no. 2789,fol. 45 a; publishedJ.Q.R., VIII, 703)

and in Moses Misorudi'snW nrwo,which was written in 1602
(MS. Leyden, p. 52', fol. 247; see above, vol. XIX, p. 64,
n.. ). The beginning of this passage reads: ptn: N:
tb3nKCap: b'ZW1 n, CK

1v: nD
'11 nmnM

b'E

p,1 s5n)

rw nMiln 1

;D ntiK r
to

1N* s.-.

Nrw rwi
6

nnim

From these words

we may infer that Natan did not live in Constantinople
(n1K nV))and that this city was still under Christian dominion. We are, therefore,perhapsnot wrong in assigning
him to the Crimeain the thirteenth centuryl. From the
same BodleianMS. anotherpassagefrom this Natan is communicated,which is directed against Saadiah'swell-known
explanation of the verse Gen. i. 14 (nmirN ,lm; see J. Q. R.,
,nn
1. c.), and here we read towards the end: '* wnnDaro
')I
~1
5i nmwn wmy-wN NnDn nri. Thus Natan also
1

Simha Isaac Lutzki (vp'-t rrw, f. 2I b, 1. 22) mentions a :lDlp,. tnr '"in,

who was perhaps a brother of the Aaron b. Judah ,Diwp,to whom Solomon
ha-Nasi sent his epistle on incest (see Steinschneider, Cat.Lugd.,,p. 34),
and who accordingly had lived at the beginning of the twelfth century.
But it is impossible to identify him with our Natan, as the latter, in my
opinion, did not live in Constantinople. Further on Simha Isaac (1. c.,
f.22 a, 1. I7) mentions among the Karaite scholars of Lithuania a Judah
b. Daniel, together with his two sons, Daniel and Natan. But the latter
also cannot possibly be our Natan b. Judah, as the literary activity
of the Karaites in Lithuania only began in the sixteenth century, hence
at the time when Byzantium was no longer Christian.
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composed a polemical work against Saadiah. This fact
also testifies to an earlier date for our author, for, as the
present essay shows, the Karaites did not cease indulging
in polemics against Saadiah till modern times, though they
do so only incidentally. None of them, however, composed
a special work of controversy. Other traces of Natan's
polemics are hitherto unknown.
36. Aaron b. Joseph, or Aaron the Elder, the famous
physician of philosophical training, Bible exegete, and
liturgical poet, is one of the most prominent representatives
of the later period of Karaite literature. Of special importance is his commentary on the Pentateuch, inrn iD
(ed. Koslow, 1835), which he composed according to his own
statement in I292/3 (on Exod. xii. 2; fol. I4b:'
nt, .
U." nzw wne, ,r nirpnrvw m jv tw YzNs
41nD wn4 iiti
,,1

W214 iinl vwvll;
tn rw

nnrin :mr)p)rm1wi l wiM^ nwn

v pril
')11 st
ni:n t tar
s~p2n
n,)1'. Saadiah is mentioned here only twice: (I) on Exod. xiii. 4 (fol. Ig b), on
zw. According to Saadiah's declaration, this verse speaks
against the Karaite interpretation of :'n as ripeness of
corn, for here the question is about the ripeness in Egypt,
which takes place one month earlier than that in Palestine,
and therefore cannot serve for the fixing of the months.
Aaron replies that this verse would then also point against
the Rabbanites, who likewise pay regard to the 3'vs (imnTmn
n3.13 'n:
Kin 1=2

y3 NZ :IOM
nnM
wnr
trwp^
K Z n
an nN 111w3 nW5mP)
, YII,N3 nnwrn).
(2) On Lev. iv. 35 (fol. 7 a),

on the use of the fat tail (n,').
Contrary to his custom
this
Aaron
deals
with
elsewhere,
subject rather fully. In
he
to
reverts
it a second time, and
this passage
already
mentions the name of Saadiah only in connexion with
an argument. In Lev. ix. 19-20, where ,nm5is included
in the general concept of n:5n, the Karaites find a support
for their prohibition of this fat tail. Saadiah refutes this
1 For the literature on him see Jew. Encycl., s. v. (I, 14). On the Mibhar
cf. especially Jost, Gesch.d. Judenthums, II, 356 seq. It is not quite certain
that Aaron lived in Constantinople.
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argument by showing from Exod. xx. 8-Io and similar
verses, that when two groups of things are enumerated,
of which the one is much less than the other quantitatively,
then only the larger group is mentioned, whilst the other
is included in it (thus in ver. 20 only =:n is repeated, as
this is greater quantitatively in comparison with nrmi
and in3 nrnri of ver. I9). This view is opposed by Aaron
in the following words: n;ID KIW mriyDmnrsin n:yt t i, ..
W bK1
W wm: nri nnn:
ls n
}rp mn
KW"pWn 'inln ^
n .nrw
c6rv np ^n
Kn1 DYWi1W n-n1
S 1 nwi;
n^ Dr?
wIp
w IIN S;
DMiiv
y - n ^y -)IV^y ?^a -lt z lr
bN&3MInn
pnjzKinnIo^u ^l n-IV
nnnmD m rn5nn,
inmn p n,.. ,nn a Kp
r n,rnl
=Inn
-DInvnvn65 D3n -i?iv
nv'1
nzv
a p
KNIyD'1 rtin 12nainnvln
ni u1. But Saadiah is also meant in the passage
'131ntll
on iii. 9 (fol. 56), where several of his arguments are refuted:
'w n?St3K nrns nlnnnn
n:s e nnnr Nirn,n ,
iyt1 nN ?n=p
3 iz tya- ly3,n.n5Ni,
S
lzSn
iDiin Dnnpw
lniInn ^KI " 1nD
1
n
r
n
in:
D
Sin
i
n
6
i
Zi
..,c^nrW niDn
K1n
iziy
(cf.
'DI
Gan Eden, fol. 9b; Adderet, nrnw tFvr,cap. I8. Apart
from these passages Aaron must hint at Saadiah many
times without mentioning his name.
SAMUEL POZNA*SKI.
1 Both these conclusions of Saadiah have hitherto not been known
from older sources, so far as I am aware. Could Aaron perhaps have
drawn them immediately from Saadiah?

